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Stayin’ Alive: Virtually

With apologies to Thursday’s interview subject Sir Barry
Gibb, Country Radio Seminar v.2021 is the product of almost
a full year’s worth of adaptation aimed not just at surviving but
thriving. For many, last year’s CRS was the final major in-person
event in the pre-pandemic world. While
CRS 2021: The Virtual Experience will differ
from all earlier iterations, the education,
entertainment and yes, even the networking
persist. Plus, a few technology-enabled
advancements add to the experience.
From Tuesday’s Streaming Summit
through Friday’s closing New Faces of
Country Music Show, the week is packed
with informative sessions and appearances
Sir Barry Gibb
by top artists including Luke Bryan, Eric
Church, Luke Combs, Dan + Shay, Tim McGraw, Maren
Morris, Brad Paisley, Rascal Flatts and Thomas Rhett. The
CRS Research Presentation leads a strong slate of data-focused
panels. Four mentoring breakfasts and four workshops bring
interactivity and networking to the virtual fold.
Six on-demand-only sessions help attendees avoid the dilemma
of wanting to be in two panels at the same time. Scheduled sessions
that happen to be missed – or that merit a re-watch – will be
available on-demand for 60 days after the event. In addition to
Country Radio Hall of Fame Inductions and CRS/Country
Aircheck Awards presentations interspersed across Wednesday,
Thursday and Friday, interstitial vignettes and panel introductions will
also feature familiar, award-winning radio personalities.

Talking Heads:
A&O&B’s Jaye
Albright and
Hook Point’s
Brendan
Kane (top, l-r)
and Caravel’s
Paula Beadle
and Columbia’s
Kameron
Marlowe (bottom,
l-r) at today’s
(2/15) 27th Annual
Pre-CRS Seminar
via Zoom.

As always, the CRS Daily Buzz and Country Aircheck Today will
provide comprehensive coverage of each day’s events. And for anyone
who missed Country Aircheck’s CRS print special – included in the box
mailed to registrants – the digital version can be found here.
With any luck and few hundred million vaccinations, CRS 2021
will be among the last major virtual events of its era. That thought,
and a week’s worth of compelling content, might just leave this
year’s attendees with a Saturday night fever.
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A&O&B Zoom Into CRS Week

Albright & O’Malley & Brenner’s 27th Annual Pre-CRS
Seminar kicked off Monday (2/15) via Zoom with a special
appearance by A&O&B partner Jaye Albright, who shared
her excitement for the day’s content lineup,
while reminding attendees of the audience
engagement lessons learned during
the pandemic. “Our strength is social
distancing!” quipped Albright. “Don’t forget
what you’ve learned from this time, because
that engagement is a skill and strength our
medium has always had.” She then opened
Mike O’Malley
the session to partners Mike O’Malley
and Becky Brenner, who led attendees
through the findings of the consultancy’s
Roadmap 2021.
For the first time in Roadmap history,
“Feel Good When Listening” and “DJs Like
Friends” joined perennial favorite “Best
Music” in a three-way tie for reasons listed
as “Very Important” when selecting an AM/
FM Country station. That’s according to
Becky Brenner
10,373 respondents in the United States and
Canada – including 5,283 Persons 25-54. And, while stations are
perceived as over-delivering on “Feel Good” and “DJs as Friends,”
Country radio is perceived as under-performing in the “Best Music”
category – the only one showing under-performance.
Additionally, smart speaker usage continues to gain in
popularity with ownership increasing nine percent to 45% of total
respondents. Of those who own one or more device, 51% have
used it to listen to their favorite Country station in the past 30 days.
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While radio continues to be the primary source of discovery for
P25-54, Country radio has lost two percentage points directly to
pure play streaming services. Radio moves from 66% in 2020 to
64% in 2021 as pure plays rise to 33% from 2020’s 31%. Country
P1s in the 25-54 demo also continue to be slower adapters to
podcasts, but those who do listen rank true crime (females) and
sports (males) as the most popular topics. Both genders place
conversations with country artists at the bottom of their list of
interests when tuning into podcasts. In the tech space, email use,
cell phone dependency, and a preference for Netflix over Hulu
and Amazon Prime TV were noted, while Facebook continues
to be the most popular social media platform with Country P1s.
Musically, listeners tend to believe Country radio has gotten
better or remained the same in the past year, while the 17% of
Canadian respondents and 21% of US respondents who sited it
as getting worse attributed their feelings to “too much pop.” On
the discovery side, the most noted names of artists discovered in
recent months included Morgan Wallen, Luke Combs, Kane
Brown, Dan + Shay and Ashley McBryde. Of note, too, was
the frequency of direct, unaided recall of Combs when citing why
Country radio and country music has improved for those who
answered accordingly. 			
–Monta Vaden

A&O&B: Finding The Hook

Following the Roadmap, Brenner welcomed Hook Point CEO
and author Brendan Kane to discuss standing out on social
media and earning fans, not just followers. “There are [more
than] 100 billion messages sent over digital platforms every day,
so if you can’t get someone to stop, your message doesn’t mean
anything,” said Kane. His three core principles for brands looking
to build via socials are: pattern interruption; maintain the attention;
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and build trust. “The process is simple, but it’s not easy to pull off,”
Kane explained. He also shared the six ways people perceive the
world, which also dictates how they communicate. Kane noted that by
focusing on the top three – feelings and emotion; fun and humor; and
facts, thoughts and logic – brands can connect with approximately
75% of an audience in their primary style of engagement.
Columbia SVP/Promotion Shane Allen introduced singer/
songwriter Kameron Marlowe, who performed his debut
radio single, “Sober As A Drunk,” followed by “Givin’ You Up”
and a cover of Johnny Cash’s “Folsom Prison Blues.” Marlowe
also detailed his journey on NBC’s The Voice and discussed his
upbringing in North Carolina.
Second Street Media Dir./Email Success Tim D’Avis shared
email marketing best practices. His tips were aimed at reducing
dependency on on-air promotions by capturing digital attention,
driving listener engagement via website page views, developing
and enhancing content, promoting talent and programming,
and garnering audience feedback. “Email is one of the most
extraordinarily effective forms of social media ... nearly everyone
has an email address,” D’Avis said.
The day’s programming concluded with Caravel Marketing
CEO Paula Beadle focusing on alternate and NTR revenue in the
form of sponsorship marketing. “Sponsorship is a way for you to
adjust the sails (sales),” said Beadle, who began her career in radio
sales and believes sponsorship revenue to be a missed opportunity
for many stations. She advised attendees to focus on creating highvalue inventory attached to benchmark programming or events that
is only available via sponsorship. “Added value will always need to
be made available – that’s the nature of the business – but these
opportunities need to be unavailable via traditional spot buys,”
she explained. She maintains that sponsorship revenue previously
outpaced all other marketing disciplines and is projected to return to
that dominant placement in brands’ strategies.
Those interested in seeing the full presentation of Roadmap
2020 or A&O&B clients looking for the complete recording of
today’s seminar can contact A&O&B’s Brenner here or O’Malley
here. 					
–Monta Vaden

The Day Ahead
Tuesday, 2/16
crsvirtual2021.com

10-10:30am
Streaming Terms 101
Addison Nunes, Torie Mason
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10:30-11am
DSP 101: Amazon Music
Katie Schlosser Vitolins
11-11:30am
DSP 101: Pandora Next Big Sound/AMP
Jay Troop
11:30am-12pm
DSP 101: Spotify For Artists
Sponsored by Big Machine Label Group
Charleton Lamb, Josephine Ruiz-Healy
12-12:30pm
DSP 101: YouTube Analytics
Margaret Hart
12:30-1pm
CRS Honors
Sponsored by Veterans Matter
Kurt Johnson, RJ Curtis, Rascal Flatts, Sarah Trahern, Mickey
Guyton, Scott Borchetta
1-1:50pm
TikTok Ya Don’t Stop
Sponsored by Big Machine Label Group
Andrew Jannakos, Charly Salvatore, Corey Sheridan, Tony Grotticelli
1-3pm
St. Jude Networking Lounge
Connect with friends, colleagues, panelists and mentors in an
intimate, virtual networking lounge.
2-2:50pm
Talk Data To Me
Sponsored by Westwood One
Haley Jones, Jeff Green, Matt Bailey, Matthew Yazge
3-3:50pm
Fireside Chat with YouTube’s Kevin Allocca
Sponsored by CMA
Kevin Allocca, Melinda Newman
4-5pm
Amazon Music Presents: Country Heat at CRS
Performances by Tim McGraw, Kameron Marlowe, Priscilla Block,
Shy Carter, Track45
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